PRODUCT OVERVIEW / FACT SHEET

How does it work?
Our Fast Inventory Valuation report
runs within NAV, but uses a direct
SQL Server connection to retrieve
results in a fraction of the time the
base NAV report requires.

Microsoft Dynamics NAV is a great product, but when your item ledger gets large, it can be a
patience test trying to generate an inventory valuation report. The situation is made worse
because these numbers are typically required during time-pressured period ends.
With epimatic’s Fast Inventory Valuation report, NAV can provide inventory valuation details
in a fraction of the time. The benchmarks below from an actual customer database (for two
different run scenarios) attest to the speed of the product:

What versions of NAV is the Fast
Inventory Valuation report
available for?
NAV 2009 and NAV 2013 are
supported.
The product is
exclusively designed for the RoleTailored Client, and does not
support the NAV 2009 Classic
Client.

How do we buy the Fast
Inventory Valuation report?
The product is available through
Microsoft partners / resellers on
behalf of their customers. Contact
your partner to find out more.
Partner inquiries can be directed to
sales@epimatic.com.

How much will this cost?
The product is priced similar to a
typical custom developed report,
with a very simple implementation/
rollout. Contact your NAV partner
or sales@epimatic.com for pricing
details.

With our Fast Inventory Valuation report, you can stop relying on the typical inconvenient
workarounds for this performance issue:
•
•
•

Starting a second NAV session (and consuming an additional user license)
Starting the report at the end of the day and hoping it finishes by the morning
Implementing processes to run the report overnight on the server

The report supports full item filtering, location/variant breakdowns, backdating (As Of Date)
and provides an Export to Excel option in data table format (suitable for pivot table analysis).
Spend less time WAITING for your data, and more time ANALYZING it. Contact your Microsoft
Dynamics NAV partner or epimatic directly for more details.
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